The Year — BY THE NUMBERS

In difficult economic times, PCL has had to make careful decisions about its limited resources. Demand for new programming continues, and we have responded by increasing the amount of programming we offer at our nine libraries. We have also responded to demand by dramatically increasing the number of videos and ebooks we have to offer our patrons. Despite these investments we have not been able to similarly grow other parts of our collections. Public demand for computer and WiFi access remains strong, and we are noting an increase in patrons using our free broadband WiFi with their own mobile devices. Understanding the changing needs of our patrons is key to keeping the library’s services and programs relevant.

Financial Information

Snapshot of the Providence Community Library operating finances (unaudited) for fiscal year 2014-2015 (July 1, 2014–June 30, 2015). [Note: this does not include $52,100 in grants for capital purposes.]

Resources: $5,138,029

- City of Providence 69%
- State of RI grant-in-aid 16%
- Donations and grants 12%
- Donated Materials 1%
- Other Income 2%

Use of Resources: $5,138,029

- Personnel 73%
- Library Materials 3%
- State Library Membership 4%
- Occupancy 10%
- Other Operating/Program 10%

Your Library’s Worth?

If PCL suddenly disappeared, how much would you pay out-of-pocket for library services? The answer is a lot more than you think. Visit the PCL website, click on the Library Use Value Calculator and fill in the number of materials or service types you typically buy or borrow in the interactive spreadsheet.

Let’s say you are an adult who reads a daily newspaper and a couple of magazines a week, watches two movies, attends a couple of programs and goes online for a couple of hours a day. That very modest usage adds up to more than $200 a week! For patrons who do not own a computer, have access to WiFi, need help with school or are looking for jobs, the value of a free PCL library card adds up to many hundreds of dollars a week.

The total out-of-pocket value to its patrons of all materials and services provided by PCL in 2014-2015 was more than $8 MILLION! Next time you hear someone say that libraries aren’t worth funding, tell them about our calculator!
It’s been another busy year and we have much to celebrate. A Library of the Year award, the institutionalization of our innovative Ready For K! program, a prestigious Sory Corps grant and the completion of renovations at Smith Hill are just some of the highlights you can read about in this report.

Of course, it hasn’t been easy. Despite our best efforts to persuade the City of Providence to increase our funding, our allocation for 2014-15 remained unchanged. We understand that these are lean times for Providence but it’s hard for PCL to maintain the excellence it strives for on such a bare bones budget. Sadly, the City of Providence lags behind almost every city and town in Rhode Island, and almost every comparable city around the country, in providing support for its library.

And yet, somehow, our outstanding staff does maintain the excellence! Take a look at the range of programming and services that PCL provided for our patrons over the past year. Like any modern library, PCL is changing. We don’t just lend books; through our collections, services and programs, we help people explore their potential and achieve their dreams – all for a free library card. We serve many economically underserved neighborhoods. And the educational and training opportunities we offer, to our GED or technology students for example, can be life-changing. Aren’t such opportunities worth every dollar of the City’s investment?

I’m writing this message, in September 2015, at a time of transition. As our Executive Director recently stepped down to pursue other opportunities, we have appointed a very capable interim leadership team. In a fortuitous development, the Library was just awarded a $10,000 grant by the Rhode Island Foundation, through the Initiative for Nonprofit Excellence. Using that, we are engaged in a thorough reassessment of the library’s organization and structure, at the same time as we commence a search for a new Director. The PCL leadership team is looking at every aspect of how our library is run, so we can continue to provide the best possible service to our patrons.

The Library continues to look to the future. These are exciting times for PCL!
PCL Receives “Library of the Year” Award!

PCL was named Library of the Year by the University of Rhode Island’s Graduate School of Library and Information Studies at its 2015 Annual Gathering.

Business Director Sue Gibbs, Mount Pleasant Library Manager Dhana Whiting and Board Vice-President Cyndie Wilmot (pictured left, with Senator Jack Reed) proudly accepted the award, which recognized our staff’s tireless efforts to take a group of small neighborhood libraries and not only keep them open but help them thrive through collaboration and community.

More Awards!

Knight Memorial Friends received the William E. Reeves Friends Award for 2015 from the Coalition of Library Advocates. The award recognized the Friends’ work in the areas of community outreach and fundraising. The Friends have been very successful in raising funds through sales of items at public auction and on eBay, including the sale of a handwritten music manuscript by Morten Lauridsen, generously donated by the composer.

Also this year, the U.S. Small Business Administration honored Knight Memorial Friend and PCL Board member Deborah Schimberg with the 2015 Rhode Island Woman-Owned Small Business of the Year Award.

PCL and Smith Hill – A Double Celebration!

PCL turned five years old on July 1, 2014! At a fabulous street party at Smith Hill, we celebrated PCL’s birthday with a special reveal of newly completed renovations at the historic Smith Hill library building. Over the last two years, thanks to $825,000 from the Champlin Foundations and $255,000 in City of Providence Community Development Block Grants, the building has undergone major renovations to its roof and walls as well as additional building work to make it accessible to patrons with disabilities. Air conditioning and an upgrade of the heating system will be completed by the end of 2015. Smith Hill’s upgraded facilities will attract patrons and provide a year-round boost, not just to the Library, but to the whole neighborhood.
A New Cultural Festival for Providence: Feria de Libro y Las Artes de Providence

Book Fairs are popular events all over the Spanish speaking world. In 2014, PCL’s Latino Programming Coordinator Carolina Briones and her team brought the tradition to Providence. Lovers of Hispanic arts and literature flocked to South Providence Library in October for an event featuring books, poetry, storytelling and creative workshops with 40 authors and 10 visual artists from New England, New York, New Jersey, the Dominican Republic, Ecuador and all over the Latin American world. A highlight of the National Hispanic Heritage Month, Feria returns in 2015.

PCL Responds to Demand for More ESL, GED and Spanish Language Literacy Programming

This year, the City of Providence awarded PCL $22,000 in CDGB funds to help fund PCL’s year-long General Equivalency Diploma (GED) preparation course in Spanish. The award recognizes the importance of our GED training courses in workforce development and is the first such award we have received for our work in this area. Four classes were offered from September through May to 100 low-income students who have faced extra hurdles since the GED test moved to a computer-only format. PCL now incorporates computer instruction into the classes to support successful test-taking.

PCL offered seven English as a Second Language (ESL) courses at six locations during each of two semesters, at beginner and intermediate levels. Courses were in high demand with more than 100 students participating each semester. Waiting lists for places on ESL courses existed at several libraries and we worked to meet the demand.

FACT: Half of children who enter kindergarten in Providence have no formal preschool learning and many students struggle to meet language and literacy benchmarks in the classroom.

Ready For K! Now Available at all Locations

Following a successful two-year pilot, Ready For K! (R4K), PCL’s innovative school readiness program, became permanent in 2015. Designed to meet a critical need for school readiness, R4K provides high quality preschool education for children aged 3½–5, accompanied by parent or caregiver. Graduates receive a certificate, a backpack full of goodies for school, and, most importantly, the vital skills they need in kindergarten and beyond.

In June, Program Coordinator Michelle Novello and Youth Services Coordinator Cheryl Space were invited to speak about R4K at the American Library Association’s annual conference in San Francisco. In an interview published on the School Library Journal website, Cheryl reported “We’re providing a fun experience for the children and an enriching experience, but what we really want to do is affect what’s happening at home. We want to show them activities they can do they might not have considered. We want to encourage them to read and share books.”

2015 saw the introduction of new, dedicated children’s spaces at all locations. Equipped with age appropriate children’s toys, they will ensure that PCL’s youngest patrons enjoy a safe, well-equipped learning environment.

Hipolito Reyes (pictured left with student), PCL’s in-house Latino Education teacher, oversees GED and other Spanish-language literacy classes.
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Latino Program Coordinator, Carolina Briones and bilingual Children’s Specialist Antonia Garcia, founding members of the Spanish Book Club, shown above at the ten year anniversary, showcasing the 100 books the Book Club members read.
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JULY  The 2014 Summer Reading Program got off to a flying start with some great performances from guest entertainers. At Olneyville, Illusionist Darren Yong attracted a crowd of 60 children and 18 adults to his daytime performance.

AUGUST  Best selling children’s author Kate Klise visited PCL and gave several popular story writing workshops for elementary and middle schoolers.

SEPTEMBER  Rochambeau turned heads on Hope Street with a fashion parade of glamorous pooches during the Mutt Strutt as part of the Hope Street Merchant’s annual festival.

OCTOBER  Happy 90th birthday, Knight Memorial Library! On October 4, the Friends group, library staff and local community joined forces to celebrate the beautiful building on Elmwood Avenue. A huge book sale, a flea market, live music and children’s activities made for a whole afternoon of fun!

NOVEMBER  Rochambeau’s 12-year-old Catherine Brunzos made headline news when she was declared 2014 International Games Day Minecraft Hunger Games Tournament World Champion! PCL took on 90 teams from around the world – and won! PCL has its own Minecraft server that allows young patrons at different PCL locations to play online together in safety.

DECEMBER  Children at Knight Memorial, Olneyville, Rochambeau, Washington Park and Wanskuck adored Providence Festival Ballet Nutcracker Workshops.

JANUARY  PCL’s Rochambeau launched a Girls Who Code Club, part of a nationwide initiative to encourage girls to take up careers in information technology. It is the only public club in Rhode Island.
FEBRUARY encouraged patrons to return their overdue library materials and to contribute food items in lieu of fines. PCL collected more than 950 pounds of food for the Rhode Island Community Food Bank during Bring 'Em Back! Week. Many local leaders supported the event, including Councilman David Salvatore, (seen right) reading to a group of young patrons.

The “Dear Diorama II” competition at Rochambeau produced some amazing shoebox-sized masterpieces depicting favorite books. Illustrated here is People's Choice award winner, Markus Zuzak's *The Book Thief* by Jill Colinan. The dazzling dioramas remained on display at City Hall through March.

MARCH Knight Memorial brightened up the late winter by holding its first ever the Book Face contest! Eighteen children submitted entries and patrons voted to decide the winners.

APRIL National Jazz History Month brought great live music to Mount Pleasant, Olneyville and Wanskuck. Pictured right Paul Alexander Williams, Mibbit Threats, Jhony Keys and Zeffro Gianetti who gave a rousing and lively concert to a packed room!

MAY The reigning Miss RI World, dressed in crown and sash, thrilled young patrons when she visited PCL to read and play games with patrons!

Children's author and illustrator Eva Jimenez helped celebrate Latino Books Month at Olneyville.

JUNE Where did that year go? Staff got ready for the 2015 Summer Reading Program with some great window displays on superhero themes. As part of the program, children would read books and raise funds for the Kitengesa Library in Uganda.
Supporting and Celebrating our Neighborhoods

PCL is a community library. We value the diversity of our community and strive to help patrons celebrate their heritage and preserve their history. We play close attention to the needs of Providence’s large Latino community and other diverse communities. In April, Smith Hill hosted a weeklong series of events for adults and children commemorating Armenian Heritage and Genocide Remembrance Month. In June, Rochambeau Library helped the Cape Verdean community mark the 40th anniversary of the independence of the tiny island state with a special Virtual Cape Verde event. We serve Providence as a neighborhood library and honoring the traditions of our patrons is an important part of PCL’s mission.

Providing Practical Help and Solutions for Patrons

These days, it’s often difficult to get far without being able to use a computer. PCL provided more than 200 one-on-one and group sessions in how to use a computer, access the internet, and use everyday software packages. According to Computer Instructor Stephanie Shea, requests for help come from people of all ages and backgrounds, though the need is particularly acute in older age groups. Stephanie and other PCL staff trained as Healthsource RI “Navigators” have assisted over 200 patrons to understand their rights under the Affordable Care Act and to select and obtain health insurance.

StoryCorps@your Library

PCL is one of just ten libraries nationwide chosen to pilot StoryCorps@your library, a program of the American Library Association (ALA) and StoryCorps, the national oral history project, with support from the Institute of Museum and Library Services. PCL will receive equipment, training and resources to develop a community documentation project based on the StoryCorps interview model. PCL will record more than 40 interviews in 2015 with patrons, staff, program providers and volunteers, who will describe what the library means to them and, in some cases, how it has changed their lives. All interview participants will receive a copy of their recording and, based upon a written agreement with StoryCorps, PCL will retain copies of fully released interviews, which will be archived at the American Folklife Center at the Library of Congress.
Thank you, Supporters of Providence Community Library

Providence Community Library proudly acknowledges all donations made between July 1, 2014 and June 30, 2015. PCL receives 85% of its funding from the City of Providence and the State of Rhode Island. In difficult economic times, our resources are stretched, so every dollar we receive means a lot—and goes straight to maintaining PCL’s collections, providing diverse programming, access to computers and technology training as well free cultural and arts events. Our libraries are open to everyone, regardless of income or background. PCL provides potentially life-changing possibilities for our patrons.

A donation to PCL is a donation to the future of Providence.

$1,000,000+
City of Providence

$500,000+
State of Rhode Island

$500,000+
Institute of Museum and Library Services

RI Health Center Association
Santander Bank, N.A.

$25,000+
John and Letitia Carter
Mabel T. Woolley Trust

$10,000+
IGT
Linda and Harold Kushner
June Rockwell Levy Foundation
Linda McGuire
Rhode Island House of Representatives
Rhode Island Senate
RIDOT Office of Highway Safety

$5,000+
Elms Foundation (Merle, Stanley, Larry and Jill Goldstein)
Emma G. Harris Foundation, Bank of America, N.A., Trustee
Joan Gelch and Morris Weintraub
Ida Ballou Littlefield Memorial Trust
John Clarke Trust, Bank of America, N.A., Co-Trustee
Providence Journal Charitable Legacy Fund
RDW Group, Inc.

$2,500+
Adler Pollock & Sheehan P.C.
Bank Rhode Island
Dexter Donation
Frank B. Hazard General Charity Fund, Bank of America, Trustee
Frederick C. Tanner Memorial Fund
Fund For Community Progress
Barbara Goldstein
Haffenreffer Family Fund
Hinckley, Allen & Snyder L.L.P.
Mary Dexter Chafee Fund
Mark McKenney
Providence Rotary Charities Foundation
Providence Shelter For Colored Children
Rhode Island State Council On The Arts
Sharpe Family Foundation
United HealthCare
Naida Weisberg

$1,000+
David Berman
Joseph Chazan
Joel Cohen and Andrea Toon
Cox Charities
CVS Caremark Charitable Trust
CVS Health
Tammie and William Delmage
The Friendship Fund
(Eastside Marketplace)
Jay Glasson
Alexander Gorski
Salvatore Laterra
Eleanor and David Lewis
Lifespan
McKenney, Quigley, Izzo & Clarkin, LLP
Nussbaum/Kuhn Foundation
Elizabeth Perkins
Regency Plaza
Residential Properties
Deborah Schimberg
Shivan & Jyothi Subramaniam
Textron Matching Gift Program
Keith & Rosmarie Waldrop
Ken Wise

$500+
Blue Cross Blue Shield Of RI
Brown University
Avtal and Andrew Chatto
Gilbert and Diane Conover
Mary and Robert Daly
Jonathan and Ruth Fain
Kathryn Fisler and Shriram Krisnamurthi
Aram and Jane Garabedian
James and Margaret Gardner
Berne Greene
Richard & Claudia Hawkes
Thomas Limone
Louise Mauran and Cal Groton
Valerie McCain
Calvin Oyer
Pawtucket Red Sox Baseball Club, Inc.
Jill Pearlman
Jocelyn Prince and Christopher Leon
Joan Ress Reeves
Ellen Schwartz and Stephen Ciesluk
Pearle and Martin Silverstein Foundation
Christine Townsend
John Young and Kerin Hagan
Anonymous (2)

$250+
Peter Adamy and Patricia Flam
Rep. Edith Ajello
Will & Juliana Anderson
Gussie Bax
Phoebe Blake and Peter McClure
Roger Blumberg and Christina Mitchell
Elena Chiaradio
Murray & Judith Danforth
Helen Drew and Kenneth Payne
Wynd Drum
Kathie Florsheim
Deborah Furia
Sonia Galletti
Lou Giancola and Pamela High
Gilbane Building Company
Cate and Richard Gilbane
Susan and Mark Greenfield
Dan and Sharon Hendriksen
Lisa LaDew and Bill Morris
Lifelong Learning Collaborative
Mary Ellen McCabe
Mary and Donald McClure
Mr. & Mrs. Norman E. McCulloch, Jr.
Mildred McLean and Daniel Waugh
Virginia McGough
Raymond & Nancy Penza
Judith and Richard Plotz
Mercedes Quevedo
Russell Phillips & Associates, LLC
Katherine & Peter Scheidler
Andrew Sucov and Heather Chapman
Daniel Varin and Laura Varin Evans
Westminster Unitarian Church
John and Susan Weston
Richard Wong and Barbara Schepps Wong
Anonymous

$100+
Aaronson, Lavoie Streifeld, Diaz & Co.
Paul Adler and Lori Basilio
Geoffrey Atherton
Priscilla Ballou
Jim Barnes and Victoria Wilson
Katharine Barnes
Marjorie Beach
Robert Bedick and Marsha Miller
Stanley Bleecker
Kris and Sam Bradner
Michele Brannigan
Donald and Elizabeth Breed
Denise and Vincent Brophy

How to Give
—Individuals
To make tax-deductible donations, visit the Support PCL page on our website where you can donate via Paypal or credit card, or you can send a check to Providence Community Library, PO Box 9267, Providence RI 02940. To set up a recurring gift, or to inquire about legacy giving, please contact our Development Director, Steve Kumins.

—Businesses
PCL makes a huge impact on Providence. Our resources, services and programs raise literacy levels, provide education and training, help people find jobs, build community engagement, promote the arts and much more. If your company has goals for community involvement and charitable giving, PCL can help you achieve them. Please contact our Development Director.
In-kind Contributors
15 Point Road Restaurant
Adler Pollock & Sheehan PC
Arcadian Fields
Bananagrams
Blithewold Mansions, Garden
& Arboretum
Carolyn's Sakonnet Vineyards
Craftland
Creatoyvity
Ellen Schwartz CPA
Fred DeGregorio
Frog & Toad
Gasbarro's Wines
Green + Cleaner
Green River Silver
Hall's On Broadway
Hope Street Farmer's Market
Humble Pie Co.
Jason Tranchida
Jen Corace
Johnson & Wales University
Laughing Gull Chocolates
Pat's Pastured
Providence Biltmore
RDW Group
Rocket to Mars
Saccoccio & Associates
Stock Culinary Goods
The Avery
The Cheeky Hound
The Local Catch
Trinity Brewhouse
Trinity Repertory Company
XV Beacon
... and the many readers who have given their treasured books to our libraries.

Phyllis Burke
Rod Burket
Christian Caldarone
Ronald and Terry Caldarone
Paul and Susan Campbell
Suzanne and David Cane
Donna Cassidy and Robert Murphy
Richard and Inge Chafee
Ruth and Russell Church
Marie Clarke and Banice Webber
Rotem Cohen and Leslie Gell
Gonzalo Cuervo
Mary Curtin-Clinker and Duane Clinker
Joan Dagle and James Kittredge
Karen Daigle
Deborah Del Gais
Cedric DeLeon and Emily Heaphy
Charlene Denton
Gerald DeSchepper
Ann Dodge
Dorothy Dumont
Christopher and Courtney Dupaul
Ruth Edwards
Nathan Epstein
Sarah Erickson
Exxon Mobil Foundation
Robert and Pamela Faulkner
Barbara and Walter Feldman
Alan and Renee Finkl
Edward and Gail Fogarty
Helena & William Foulkes
Jack Fracasso and Lita Orefice
Jim and Bridget Gershman
Gertrude N. and Seebert J. Goldowsky Foundation
Gayle Gifford and Jon Howard
Lisa and Daren Girard
Brian Goldberg
Elizabeth and Zachary Goldberg
Anne Grant and Phil West
Richard Gregory and Louise Thorson
Linda Grenz and Delbert Glover
Marguerite and Spencer Hall
Steven Hamburg and Sally Barker
John and Virginia Harkey
Sally Hay
Gretchen Heath
Christine and Brian Heller
Elizabeth Hobbins
John Murphy
Robert and Laura Howe
Sheila Hughes
Martin and Betty Ann Israelt
Douglas Ilkin and Anisa Raoof
Nancy Jacobs
Barry and Ellen Jagoliner
Coppleia Kahn
Patricia Kao and Benjamin Raphael
David Karoff and Barbara Hunger
Tamar Katz and Ed Hardy
Clare Kirby and Jim Maxwell
Melinda Knight
Susan Korte
Maureen Krasnow
Richard and Bernice Kumin
Steve Kumin and Nancy Pinn
Seth Kurn and Barbara Harris
Bruce and Anne Landis
Kari Lang
Richard and Judith Lappin
John Laterra and Amy Fulton
Marilyn and Neal Leleiko
Sheila Lennon
Lauren Lessuck
Janice Libby
David Lichtenstein and Rebecca Silver
Catherine Lutz
Beatrice MacCracken
John Marion and Karen Ng
Jack Martin
Robert and Theresa Mathiesen
Karen Mancinich and Steve Markovitz
Sara & Jack McConnell
Paul McKenney
Elizabeth and Philip McMaster
Kennon Miller and Jennifer Newkirk
Marcus and Lynette Mitchell
Ted and Susan Mocarski
Robert and Karen Morrow
Tim and Kelly Nevins
Craig O’Connor
Elizabeth Olsen
Deborah and Eliot Perlman
Barry and Rebecca Preston
Beatrice Pulliam
Patrick and Anne Quinn
Patricia Raub and Robert Goff
Anne Riccittelli
The Robbins Foundation
Wilma Rosen
David and Holly Rothemich
Robert and Janis Rothman
Sebastian and Minna Choi
Catherine Saunders
Monica and Frank Schaberg
Robert Scholes and Jo Ann Putnam Scholtes
Jeffrey Schreck and Nancy Cassidy
Beth and Philip Schuyler
Rhonda Schwartz
Sol Schwartzman
Denman & Margaret Scott
George and Terry Seidel
Henry and Peggy Sharpe
Jeremy and Jennifer Sherer
Daniel Siegel
Thomas and Barbara Slaght
John Smith
Susan Smulyan
Cheryl and William Space
Mary Speare
Judith Speyer
Anna Talbot and Warren Heyman
Joshua Teverow
Philip and Sophia Torgan
Katherine and William Trimbble
Christopher Tucker and Jessaca Leinweaver
Kim Twitchell
Elliott and Esther Urdang
Paula Vogel and Anne Fausto-Sterling
Ula Ward
Joann Watson
Barbara Weil
Miriam Weizenbaum
Alice and Peter Westervelt
Kenneth & Michelle Wong
Constance Worthington and Terry Tulisz
Roger and Rosemary Zehntner
Sam and Lauren Zuerier

$1–$99
Felicia Nimue Ackerman
Virginia Adams
Hamilton and Irene Allen
Peter and Susan Allen
Joel Alpert
Wesley Alpert
James Barfoot and Nancy Nicholson
Dan Baudouin and Renee Chicoine
Carolyn and David Beal
Lionel and Anne Bercovitch
Patricia and John Biasuzzi
Eric Bilodeau
Edward and Mary Bishop
Andrew & Beverly Blazar
Gloria Bloom
Julie and David Boch
Michael and Alice Bonitati
Peter Borgemeister
Edward & Anne Bozzi
Michael & Cynthia Braca
Derek & Sara Bradford
Virginia Branch and Glenn Buie
Luz Bravo-Gleicher
Mary Brennan
Daniel and Lisa Broosofsky
Daniel and Janie Brown
Erika Brown
Alison Buckner
Margaret Butler
Judith and Len Cabral
Dan and Jayne Cahill
William and Frances Camacho
Maria Capone
Lisa Carnevale
Meri Carney
Rose Catarina
Brian and Megan Charette
Thomas and Susan Chartier
Kenneth Chay and Mia Chung
Genise Chay
Citizens Charitable Foundation
Roger and Beverly Clark
Carol Cook
Covidien Employee Matching Gift Program
Diane Curran and Linda Katz
Linda D’Ambra
Michael and Wendy D’Amico
Francis and Hope Darigan
Cornells & Kathryn De Boer
Rob and Bonnie DeBlois
Maya Debart and Adam Wienert
Corsimo and Mona Delgado
Sheila Derman
Jane Desorges and Michael White
Wendell and Betsy Dietrich
David and Sally Dillon
Amy and Jerrold Dorfman
Deb Dormody and Alec Thibeault
Carla Dowben
Dorothy Dowling
Rose Dujardin
Richard & Sheila Dvorin
Charles & Adele El
William Ewen
Barbara Feldman
Robert and Susan Fine
Charles and Marianne Fitzgerald
Richard Fleischner
Helen Flynn
Bob Frederiksen
Barbara Friedman
Martin & Robyn Furman
Sandra Gamsman and Arnold Herman

Laken Hottle reads The Very Hungry Caterpillar in American Sign Language to a Storytime group at Fox Point.
Our annual fundraiser, BookstoBank On, generated $43,000 to pay for new materials and programs. Thanks to everyone who attended, donated items or bid on our silent auction! Pictured left are long-time supporters David Berman, Jason Tranchida, and Deborah Del Gais.

PHOTO ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS We would like to thank Allyson Barth of Animal Reflections Photography, Dhana Whiteing for her professional images, and the many other PCL staff and Board members who have contributed to this report.
Everyone in Providence has a library!